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Project Completion Report
WSEP KLYRCO26
Lyari
Written by Nuzhat Shirin
Regional coordinator HNP Karachi
This was one of the most challenging projects where we committed with KYI that we
emerge transparent system and formed energetic team who implement the project in
violence effected area of Lyari to fulfill the objective. Home Net Pakistan Karachi office
completed the project successes fully with all the inside and outside challenges. Some time
situation of Lyari was not good, drop out of women due to different gang war areas to
belong, or marriage during the training or leaving lyari to other area of the city due to bad
law and order situation and we also face problem to received funds from HNP head office
very late, etc in spite of that HNP Karachi office done tremendous efforts to developed trust
in the community with energetic team and excellent services of trainers. 100 female
beneficiaries learned modern techniques and designs for making products in limited time.
At the ending month of May a month long business cum marketer training was held to 10
female beneficiaries of WSEP026 Lyari project and organized three exhibitions. When we
said we built trust in the community we saw the female beneficiaries and her family called
to regional office”when the course will be start again” and pray for continuation of project
they said that first time in the Lyari any such project run where poor and violence effected
women learn skills and one safe space was established where women freely come and
learned modern design without any fee.
Trainings were designed in 4 different skills for 100 women. The skills were sewing,
embroidery, handicraft and jewelry making. 25 beneficiaries were enrolled in sewing,
embroidery and handicraft each and 29 in jewelry making. Initially we invite more than 200
women from three different violence affected areas of Lyari to introduce the project in
cluster meetings. Fillied Performa for gathering background and getting information about
the beneficiaries’ financial status and how much they effected from violence in the area
after short listed and interviewed More than 125 women of Lyari benefited this program
during training. However, some women of the area dropped out due to shifting from Lyari
or during training they got married.
12 Married women, 8 divorcees due to survival of violence, unemployment and drug
addiction, 2 widow and 82 unmarried girls benefitted the trainings
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The response of the community has been very good. The community has been supportive of
the centre throughout and has been appreciating the efforts put in by HomeNet Pakistan's
team to keep the centre running despite the challenges that came their way, be it the un
peaceful situation of the area or the rangers’ raid on the centre. Seeing the fact that HNP
was successfully able to trained 100 women of Lyari and have a backup list of 90 more
women itself shows the success of the project and that the community wants to keep the
centre running.
A day before the third exhibition that was to be held in Lyari, the law and order situation of
the area was very unstable. It seemed like no one would turn up for the exhibition. But
when the Regional Coordinator went to the owner of premises, he said that no NGO has
been able to do what HomeNet Pakistan has done in the area. He said that many NGOs have
taken funds in the name of Lyari and have done nothing for the community but HNP’s work
changed their outlook towards NGOs. They fully appreciate the work that the team put in to
keep the centre running. He said that he wants to ensure that the centre is kept running and
trains the women of the area. He also assured his support to HNP and is willing to give his
premises even in the future for the training centre.
After the third exhibition, the previous area coordinator of the project called up the regional
coordinator and informed her that many people from Lyari are coming to her house and
appreciating the work that HNP did for the women of the area. They are thanking her and
the team for choosing them to be part of the training and that they should be surely
informed when the next training course is started as they want to learn more. Apart from
this, the beneficiaries who had regional coordinator’s phone number are personally calling
her to thank her for such marvelous training program and are urging her to continue the
centre and enroll other women from their families and area.
74 women exhibited their products in the exhibitions organized under WSEP. All the three
exhibitions were a success and people appreciated the work of Lyari women, media
coverage was given and many beneficiaries got orders in the exhibitions. After the
exhibitions, the beneficiaries have started to give thought to start up their own businesses
and take small loans. The approached HNP to link them with banks so they can take
microfinance loans to establish their business.
The reason to have one exhibition in Karachi Press Club was that Arts Council was not
available and that KPC was in the centre of the city and many people could come there.
Even the beneficiaries and their families were okay with coming to KPC as it was a known
place. And people appreciated that the exhibition was help here. There was shortage of
time and resources and KPC seemed the best possible option. If the exhibition was to be
held somewhere else, no media coverage would have taken place but with the exhibition in
KPC, not only did the exhibitions get a great and a positive coverage but the journalists
bought the products and gave orders to the women of Lyari as well.
The beneficiaries were linked with Zebaish, Eid Bazaars and may other individual businesses
and shops in Park Towers. The products of these beneficiaries also exhibited in the grand
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exhibition that was organized by Women Development Department on 6th June at Hotel
Mehran.
WSEP Training Centre, Lyari was not only a place where women were taken training, but it
was also a place for women to come and sit and socialize. This is the place where many
friendships blossomed not only within their area but also within different war groups.
Khadija shared with the team that, “I am from Sadarbargh and my area of gang war is
different from most of the women who come in the centre. Coming to the centre I became
friends with other women who belong to different war group. But that did not stop us from
being friends. We shared our phone numbers and even visited each others’ homes. After
becoming friends with each other, I found that women of other areas are also like me and
face the same problems that I do. Even after the course ends, I will continue my friendship
with them.”
Khadija’s story is the proof that the objective that HNP had in mind to fulfill the gap within
the community was achieved.
Sheema and Tania, residents of Singulane and Habiba, resident of Kalakot did not know each
other. After coming to the centre, the three of them became friends and now they discuss
their problems and share their thoughts with each other as they meet here almost daily.
Habiba is one of the ten marketers. She said, “After visiting the markets I saw many new
designs and got many ideas because all the techniques that were used in making the
products I saw in the market, I already learnt them here.” Talking about the problems in
Lyari she said, “The actual problem of Lyari is unemployment. My husband is also
unemployed. I have 4 kids and I have to take care of them. From the training I got from
here, I will be able to start up my own small business and improve my financial status.”
When Sualeha learned about this center she also brought Sheema, her cousin, with her as
her family never allowed her to go any were alone. Sheema did not know embroidery so she
learned embroidery at the centre. She became so attached and comfortable at this center
and its trainers that she came here almost every day. She became friends with almost
everyone here. Sheema said, “If possible I will be more than willing to work on order and
earn for my family.”
Aiza is a resident of Government School Sarbazi Muhalla. She came to know about this
center by attending the cluster meeting. Aiza is a handicraft student. She said, “I initially
wanted to learn sewing and jewelry making but I was given admission in handicraft. But I did
not get disheartened and took it as an opportunity to learn something new. Now I am happy
to be here. I made friends with the whole handicraft group and they have now become like
my family.”
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Objective of the project:
1. To identify and train 100 females who either belong to a poor family or are
victims of violence who train in four trade sewing, embroidery, handicraft and
jewelry making
2. To increase income generation prospects of 100 females by establishing linkages
with the market and buyers through exhibitions
3. To enable females to contribute to the household income thereby reducing the
susceptibility of males in their families to take part in VE activities to earn money
Beneficiaries:
The total beneficiaries of this activity will be 100 females. The indirect beneficiaries will be
700 family members of direct beneficiaries.
Background:
Over the past decade Karachi has been beset by ever increasing levels of violent extremism
(VE). Characterized by violent protests. Inter-ethnic, political and religious conflict, recordbreaking murder rates ad terrorist activity. VE conditions are especially in Lyari town which
is strongly affected and controlled by powerful gangs, criminal violence, drugs, and
extortion. Not surprisingly data suggests that young people in Lyari are particularly at high
risk of becoming involved in this VE activity or recruited into VE groups. One of the key
motivating factors for VE recruitment in Lyari is economics. Men and boys generally
expected to provide for their families, when unable o make both ends meet become easy
target for VE groups. With little education and no employable skills recruitment in gang
seems like a lucrative opportunity to make quick money.
Interaction with the community people in Lyari has shown that drug prevalence is very high
among men in Lyari. An average drug addict spends whatever money he earns to purchase
more drugs regardless of his responsibility to provide for his wife and kids. Children growing
up in households where head of the family is a drug addict or generally unable to provide
for them, experience added pressure to start contributing to the household income from an
early age. Women usually lack skills to undertake formal employment and where they have
the required level of education and skills, societal pressure and family expectations limit
their access to jobs that require spending time outside home. Some women take up home
based jobs such as stitching and sewing to make ends meet.
program aimed at countering violent extremism have a comprehensive multi- stakeholder
approach to address these challenges. Where men are seen as perpetrators of violence and
extremism, women cannot be discounted as key stakeholders. Also, they may or may not be
promoters of violence and extremism but could potentially playa strong influencers role in
the community. If skill development opportunities are created for women in Lyari, they will
be morg
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The beneficiaries will be selected after in-depth research in selected UCs of Lyari. The
understanding on the households and market opportunities in Lyari will help to decide upon
a clear focus and strategy for this initiative. After the research phase, the grantee will share
a detailed logistical plan for training, purchase of raw materials, developing saleable items
and linking beneficiaries to the market. This activity will be nine months, with the first three
months for research, beneficiary identification and facility set-up and the remaining six
months for classes ilna exhibitions.
HomeNet Pakistan is a network of organizations formed to raise awareness about the
economic, social, domestic and other working conditions of home-based women workers
who comprise 70 of the informal workforce contributing towards the country's economic
activities. HomeNet Pakistan has been working for giving a recognition and support to the
home-based workers since 2005. Formed under the Societies Registration Act 1862
HomeNet Pakistan is a member of HomeNet South Asia (HNSA). The other members
include Bangladesh, India, Nepal and Sri lanka.

Hiring Area Coordinators:
As per project requirement in the hiring of area coordinator we held meetings with local
CBO and NGO’s friends who live and work in Lyari and discussed the job description invite
application for the post of area coordinator we aim that the candidate must be knowing the
Lyari or live in the Lyari we received more than 6 applications for this post we select two
candidates who have experienced as lady health worker and also work in school as teacher
after interview HNP hired two female area coordinators Ms Nahid shoab and Ms Nida
Yousuf they visit the area and approached the local community and raised awareness of this
initiative and collecting initial data name, contact number and addresses of expected
beneficiaries.
PLANNING: Prior to the field visits for identification of beneficiaries of cluster meetings, HNP

team held a meeting to discuss which areas should be chosen for the selection of female
beneficiaries. For this purpose lot of things were kept in mind such as the beneficiaries must
be belong to lower income classes ,their educational status and if they had face any type of
violence or are lived in violence effected area vulnerable to violence. similarly one more
point was kept in mind while selecting these areas i.e mobility of females which is a big issue
these days in lyari, due to bad law and order situations and gangwar interference, keeping
this in mind, finally three UCs were selected, Kalakot (including sadar bar),Singolane
(including umer lane) and Chakiwara(including bhagdadi and eidu lane and Ghulam Shah
lane).
We select violence affected area. We make schedule of the area visit and develop database.
After completion of the area visit and collecting of data, research phase was begun. Area
coordinator initially knows the problems of the area as well as responses of the female. In
the mid of the project one of our area coordinator resigned their job due to her family way
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we invite another candidate from waiting list Ms Marium Essa. She joined HNP in the month
of February. Area coordinators complete their job successfully with participatory approach
and under the supervision of project lead and regional coordinator of HNP Sindh office.
Field visits:
Prior to the 1st cluster meeting the team decided to take Kalakot as their 1st area to find
female beneficiaries. Kalakot is an affected area by gang war violence and has a wide
population of baloch community. This visit was done on 29 th and 30th august 2014 by two
area coordinators Naheed Shoaib and Nida Yousuf. The field visit for 2 nd cluster meeting was
conducted on 5th and 6th September 2014 in second area known as Singulane by area
coordinators Naheed shoaib and Nida yousuf and HR Assistant A.Qadir. 3rd field visit for 3 rd
cluster meeting was conducted in Chakiwara,Baghdadi, Eidu lane,Ghulam Shah Lane and
Slaughter yard lane. Through the assistance of local people and residents of Kalakot,
Singulane, Chakiwara, Eidu lane, Baghdadi, the coordinator surveyed the area intensively. In
these field visits data of female beneficiaries was collected with their names and contact
numbers.
Challenges in field visit:

During the field visits the coordinators faced lot of challenges. Many women thought of
them to be spies. But when the area coordinators explained to them that they were from
HomeNet Pakistan, its objectives and its
project i.e Women Social Entrepreneur
Program, the women were very eager to
engage in the program. Another challenge
faced was that people of the area have a
general idea that the NGOs are fraudulent
who fool innocent residents by inviting
them to free trainings and later on charge
fees from the trainees. The area
coordinators dealt with this by inviting them
to come to HomeNet Pakistan’s Sales and
Display Centre and see for themselves that
the organization and the project is authentic and that the training would be provided free of
cost to its selected beneficiaries. This was also done by building a trust among the residents
since the area coordinators and project lead, too, were the residents Lyari .Similarly ,many
women thought that choosing only 100 women for training and one centre in Lyari is not
enough for the residents of lyari. The regional coordinator explained that this project is in its
pilot stages and too many participants cannot be selected in its early stages and opening too
many centers in the beginning is not possible, but in future this would be considered by
HNP.
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Research Phase:
We started this intervention by organizing three cluster meetings for 90 women in a
community participatory mobilization process for need identification. We select venue of
the cluster meetings
Venues of 1st, 2nd and 3rd cluster meetings:
we finalized venue of 1st cluster meeting was Rashid baloch house, kalakot due to female
of the area could not come any other place and initially unrest in the area was high so team
was decided that meeting was held on 3rd September from 3pm to 6pm at Rashid Baloch
resident.The participation of community women in the first cluster meeting was
unexpectedly high and there was enthusiasm among the women of lyari. In this meeting
regional coordinator of HNP welcome the participants introduce the HNP work, objective of
WSEP project and team members. Question answer session was also held before the end of
this meeting area coordinators distribute the Performa for among the participants and help
them to filling these forms for collecting data.
In the context of receiving data from 1st cluster
meeting where we saw that most of the female
participants had no educational background, HNP
wanted to enroll women who had at least done metric
or middle. Instead of dropping these women, HNP then
organized next meetings in schools so as to make these
women realize the importance of education and attract
them towards acquiring at least basic education till
metric. HNP regional coordinator discussed the receiving information among the team and
board members they said to me that next cluster meeting will be held in local educational
institution so the second cluster meeting was finalizing in Bright Public School (Boys
Campus) Singolane, Brohi Chowk, Lyari. Before the 2nd cluster meeting we held meeting
with owner of the school he was agreed and second meeting was held on 29th September
from 5.30 pm to 7.30 pm. In the second cluster meeting women welcomed the project
whole heartedly and promised to make this project a success for the women of lyari. The
format of the cluster meetings was same as first meeting introduction of the organization,
objective of the project. Question answer sessions and filling the Performa for collecting
data
The third cluster meeting was held in Al Qadir Model
English School Chakiwara lyari on 12th October 2014
from 3:00pm to 5:30pm.
All the three cluster meetings was successfully held in
three different areas to involved diverse population of
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women and girls. project lead along with regional coordinator of HNP Sindh and area
coordinators were present in these meeting after each meeting all team members reviewed
of the meeting M&E personal of KYI was monitoring the event interviewed the participants.
We are submitted reports on the findings of the cluster meetings with Creative. These
meeting spared over two month.

Identification of the beneficiaries:
After the three cluster meetings almost 250 beneficiaries were collected and their data was
saved for future contact, with the help of Regional coordinator ,project lead and the ACs,150
beneficiaries were short listed for the five awareness sessions in order to make the selection
of final beneficiaries more transparent, in these sessions women were provided enrollment
forms, they were given information regarding the courses and interviews were conducted by
Nuzhat Shirin in the presence of project lead and ACs. The selection was made keeping in
mind the background check criteria i.e Age, Education, Financial Status and violence
affected.
Awareness Sessions:(Location and dates)

The 150 beneficiaries who were shortlisted from 250 candidates were distributed into five
awareness sessions that held in 5 different venues are as follows:








1st Awareness session was held at Al Qadir Model English School Kalakot on 29th Oct
2014.
2nd Awareness session was held at Al Qadir
Model English School Chakiwara on 31st Oct
2014.
3rd Awareness session was conducted at Bright
Public School Boys Campus on 6th Nov 2014.
4th Awareness session was organized at Bright
Public School Kalakot near Cheel chowk on 7th
Nov 2014.
5th Awareness session was held at Rahim Buksh
Sarbazi Girls Govt. Elementry School no.40,Sarbazi
mohalla Singolane on 11th Nov2014.

All the five sessions were conducted at the
mentioned dates and venues, the outcome at the 5th
awareness session was tremendous where women
who were not in the beneficiary list also wanted to
be part of our program and these women were
really needy and deserving, for this reason our
project coordinator Nuzhat Shirin allowed them to
be part of this program. During these awareness
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sessions the participants were given detailed information regarding the courses that would
be provided in the training centre. The training centre would be open 6 days a week, three
classes a day would be conducted by trainers. In all five sessions the ACs were shared the
skills by the training facility and other relevant details and asking about the suitable timing
where they easily come to the centre and attending classes with full heart. ACs in touched
with women who attended the cluster meetings.
Background Checking:

After every awareness session the ACs were going to the field for checking the backgrounds
of the beneficiaries who were interviewed after each awareness sessions, this checking was
done keeping in mind the selection criteria that is age, education, financial status and
violence affected. While conducting background checking the ACs came across few women
who provided false information regarding their financial status that is why their names were
not selected as final beneficiaries .On the other hand there were few women who were not
among our beneficiary list but they were needy and really deserving, our project
coordinator with the team discussed and decided to allow them attend the last awareness
session, conducted their interviews and after background checking it was decided to add
their names in the final beneficiaries as these women were fulfilling our main objective of
the project i.e the beneficiaries must belong to poor families.
Challenges:

The main challenge that our team faced during the entire milestone was to develop trust
among the people of lyari.
Participants initially displayed mistrust towards NGOs because most of the NGOs that have
worked in that particular area had promised to work for women but failed to fulfill their
promises to date. But our ACs have worked hard to develop trust among the women of the
community ,and this was displayed by participants in the last awareness session where the
participation was unexpectedly , more over after conducting back ground checking people
now have developed a concrete trust in our project.
Main issue in lyari was basically the law and order situation, due to which women and girls
are afraid and her mobility was very restricted, but ever since our team told these women
that the centre would be located in such a place where mobility for women from kalakot
chakiwara, singulane and other small adjacent areas located near these three Ucs, the
women were delighted to hear this and their participation was enthusiastic.
Another challenge we got during the milestone was that many women thought that lyari is
such a vast area and opening one training centre for three Ucs was not enough, our team
explained to them that this project was in its pilot stages and opening too many centers in
the beginning is not possible.
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In the last awareness session the participation was unexpectedly, there were few women
who were not among our beneficiaries, but they were needy and really deserving, our
regional coordinator decided to allowed them to attend the last awareness session,
conducted their interviews and after background checking it was decided to add their
names in the final beneficiaries as these women were fulfilling our main objective of the
project i.e the beneficiaries must belong to poor families
During the entire milestone they give such suggestions
 many women recommended that there should be coaching classes for those girls
who did not go to school or had to drop out from school due to financial reason,
 There should be some time for adult literacy for women of community also.
 The centre will be start on time it was necessary to trust building of community
women.

Identification of trainers:
we discussed the requirement of the trainers with our net work organizations who work
with home based workers for the hiring of trainers and also looking in to local Vocational
training institutions invite applications from Sindh Rural Support Organization, TDSP,
Behbood, Hands, Rangoon Wala Community Centre and individual home based women
workers. As you know the law and order situation in Lyari was very bad in the starting of the
project that was big challenge which I face selection of trainer, We received more than 15
applications but some have not fulfill our requirement or some have not working in Lyari
due to bad law and order situation. We interviewed trainers for four different skills I,e
Sewing. Embroidery, Jewelry making, and Handicraft. with monthly salary of 25000/PKR/-.
In this training we need trainer have expert in skill and have good experienced working in
community with full commitments and have some experience of setting up their business.
We select trainers but due to salary structure some of selected trainer were not back and
some of them have family problem and one of our selected trainer said that they agreed to
work in Lyari but she live in very far away from lyari and this amount is very little even they
have more skills so we decided with the consultation of KYI hired Ms Abida for 2 trainings i.e
sewing and embroidery Ms Abida come from Shamsi colony near Qaid e Azam international
airport Karachi to Lyari and hired Ms Arwa Shahid for jewelry making classes and Ms Fozia
Izhar who was a trainer of Handicraft making she lived nearby area to Lyari and also
teaching experience in Rangoon wala community centre with excellent skills.
the detail background of the trainers is attached. Without their commitments these training
would not complete successfully.
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Ms Abida Shahid trainer of Sewing and Embroidery
She started as a home base worker in 1999, she started her center offering basic sewing and
embroidery courser , later she started her own business from home and start doing
exhibitions etc, she has done glass painting course bot basic and advance ,block painting,
fabric painting, hand brush painting pot painting handicraft from First Women Bank , she
joined ABPW(Association of Business , Professional & Agricultural Women)in 2000, and also
attended many conferences, workshops ,one day classes under ABPW, she did her first
major exhibition as an home base worker in 2000 at WEXNET expo center. She did many
workshops one day classes with WEXNET. Did cooking, baking and many one day classes
from Memon Foundation,
She did WEXNET exhibition with MEDA Pakistan in march 2014 AT Lahore as a home base
worker. She appeared in many live tv shows since 2008 ,teaching sewing and cutting at
CNBC (Mere Pehchan Pakistan) ,did a brief biography of herself and taught Stitching and
cutting at PTV home Women day special show(showed as a model home base worker and
an Entrepreneur ). She is a member of Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry. She is
also member of Women Federation, she worked as a trainer for ECI in Thatta, Makli , Sakro.
She launched her own brand Zebaish in 2010, she specialize in Ralli and embroidery work
which she get from other home base workers , she has made clothes for women all over the
world and uses home base workers only , women who need help and earning for their
homes. She has also given many embroidery and stitching orders to women in HNP
program.
She has also been an active guest at Metro one show Home Décor
Ms Arwa Shahid:
Graduated from K.U majoring in Architecture, Did some courses from Memon Foundation in
jewelry making. She quitted her job as an architect because coming along to lyari was very
difficult for her mother Abida Shahid who was hired to teach girls sewing and embroidery,
She taught girls truck art jewelry one of the new and latest jewelry trend in Pakistan now,
along with gota jewelry which is very popular for weddings and mehndi, beads and dough
jewelry.
She was also selected to give business training , in which she took the girls to Malls and
several markets where she showed them latest market trends, how to acquire cheap but
good quality products , how to courier their product and how to communicate with
potential buyers via face book page that she taught them how to make, according to her
coming to lyari was a challenge she has witnessed firing also and as she lived near airport so
she has to take a bus ride of atleast 1:15, to 1:30 min bus ride to lyari, but as she said: “ I
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was not expecting lyari to as i find it latter all the girls are exactly as any other area girls
there is a certain image of lyari , but i found people of lyari to be very friendly and helpful
and very respectful of the teacher, even tough most of the women speak balochi
communication was never a problem between me and them they were open and very
willing to learn”.
One of the challenges that she faced was not the girls but the mind set of their families, who
won’t let them got to market easily, or let them come to office, most of the girls were very
enthusiastic about starting their business but they did not had permission to go to market to
buy raw materials, but as some of the girl’s parents and families saw how good they were at
what they were taught they let them go to market survey.
Fouzia Izhar: trainer of handicraft
She lived Flat #: 104,Ghosia centre marshall
street jubilee market, sadder.
Karachi, Pakistan.
Cell #: 0322-2590209
E-mail: fouziaizhar92@gmail.com
She said that To be a part of the challenging team this strives ‘for the better growth of the
organization and 'which explores my potential and provides me with the opportunity to
enhance my talent with an intention to be an asset to the project’. She has working
experience in teaching at (Rangoon Wala Community Centre). In Year of2011 to 2015 teach
in making funky &fancy jewelry and dough craft. She has 10 year working experience in
making Arts & Crafts.
Her academic qualification is Matriculation. She have done some extra courses in Italian
Dough, . Ceramic Dough Porcelain Dough

Training Facility:
After the completion of cluster meetings, the identification of a space in Lyari to be used
as a training facility was very difficult task. the local CBOs and NGOs did not have such type
of place or we need a Known place where 3 UCs area women come freely so we visit and
saw many place in Lyari held meetings with existing owners such as Youth café or Gabol
house, local leader of gang war, A,LQadir public school and Bright Public school owners
some need more money as rent of place and some regrets that the place use for women or
some places were not suitable for the centre, at last we find the location and our ACs asked
the beneficiaries on phone that are they come there easily they agreed than we finalize but
the owner of the place give this place against 9 month agreement @ 10,000/-PKR per month
but in our agreement with KYI give rent of 6 month @ 15000/-PKR per month. We informed
KYI and they agreed that this amount was equal to 6 month rent. The name of the centre is
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Home Net Pakistan
Women Social Entrepreneur Program Training Centre, Lyari the
Address of the centre was Usman Brohi Road, near Foster Public School Campus 2,
Singolane, Lyari Karachi..

Raw material:
For purchasing of material we developed six month plan in the context of training as follows
Six Month Operational Purchase Plan of Raw Material

This purchase plan was prepared by Project Lead and Admin Officer with the consent of
trainers and regional coordinator of HNP. The Area Coordinators purchased the below
mentioned raw material.
In the month of Jan, Feb, March and in the month of April final purchasing was done as
finished products are to be made by May2015 for the exhibitions. Purchasing was done in
the context of the work plan prepared earlier.

Skills

January

february

march

April

Sewing
Iron
Inch tape
chori plastic
gray and red
cloth
22 gaz brown
cloth
9gaz sewing boot
eraser taller
chock
Sewing kit

Lachi
sewing threads
karhi mazar,
Carbon paper
Scale
inch Tape

Chain key
Cotton cover
linen
net pieces
news paper
gray linen
printed
machine oil
recycle news
paper 2kg
Recycle
cartoon
machine oil
suit black print
4 piece suit
printed one
cut piece fabric
cotton fabric
57 mtr

Orange cloth
Margenda Yellow
white silky white navy
blue pink perplex see
green taan
Bad sheet palazzo
gotta daga machine
half boot
anchor single shads
anchor double threads
lasses and packet
button 100 pollster
5mtr
plastic one roll button
patti one roll threads
white one box
beads 10 tola pipe pin
36 mtr chock one box
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dori one packet color
packet 20
Embroidery

Colored threads
Ribbon black dori
scarf simple
scram tracing

Jewelry making

embroidery threads 2
pkt cut dana
10 tola
sitra 10 tola
zari one roll sitra
moti needle one pkt
sewing needle 2 pkt
UHU 6 pkt

karee matel chori
Mattel
set moti
pearl mala
emblance
chain moti
cutter set joint
Dana set lock
scarf pin pista
scarf Fish wire u
pin ring small big
scarf pin stoking
wire sting ,wire
kali joint ling
needles big,
small power
khari hand
needles sand oil
small ring
oil scissor
square

Plastic Bangles
cray
Mattel Bangles set
needles
pearl mala
chain mote
cutter set
joint mala set
lock scarf pin
patter scarf pin

screw driver
plass needles
box spring oil
recycle towel
half kg shopper
half kg recycle
news paper
2kg recycle
news paper
2kg gray
sateen ribbon
and black dorri
lachi 10 metter
bukkrum 7
pieces nug
peck handicraft
materials
Italian stick
jewelry
materials white
sirka

truck art materials
uhu dori golden dori
rubboin five pin
golden less golden
mardana bukram
almouinum ring safed
less printed cloth

gotta patti bari less

tailor holder
spry
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HandiCraft

Ceramic ports
Bans Goldan
Tibit Cold Cream Small Goldan
Itelian Stic
White Sirka Gray
leces
Ribbon Roll Color
Spry Brush
Rubbri Daga
Glow Ribbon Roll
China Chowk
Wood Spoon
Wooden Duster
Glay Sreen pure

Table runner
velvet

Wax Color mat Sheet
Candle mould marble
oil color ink shed
plado flower work
needle foil pepar
cutter Spy Wax color
Table runner
File roll Chowk valvet
wax Color Guldan
dana Flowr Color
Came wax pon Jelly
mould Goblets
Parafil wax

Classes:
The classes at WSEP Training Centre, Lyari began from 26th January 2015. The delay in
classes was due to not receiving of funds from the Head Office. However, everything was set
up at the centre except generator and the classes at the centre formally began. Before the
starting of the classes HNP team were prepared plan
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SIX MONTHS WORK PLAN FOR THE WSEP LYARI TRAINING CENTRE
January
W4 Introduction
to priciples of
sewing and
Drafting &
designing of
plain shirt

W4: Introduction
to priciples of
embroidery and
How to use
different stitches
in hand and
machine
embroidery
W4: Introduction
to different
handicrafts and
how to prepare
dough for flowers

W4 introduction
of making
jewelleries and
making
jewelleries with
different
materials

February
W1: Drafting of
Straight trouser
W2: Cutting of
plain shirt
W3: Cutting of
straight trouser
W4: Sewing of
plain shirt
W1: hand
embroider on
small pieces of
cloth
W2: Machind
embroidery on
small sample
pieces of cloth
W3: hand
Embroidery on
unstitch shirt
W4: Machine
embroidery on un
stitch shirt

March
W1: Drafting &
designing of airline
shirt W2: Cutting of
airline shirt
W3: sewing of
airline shirt
W4: drafting of
plazo

April
W1: Cutting of
plazo
W2: sewing of
plazo
W3: drafting &
designing of frock (
Anar Kali)
W4: cutting of frok

May
W1: sewing of
frock
W2: drafting of
shalwar
W3: cuttinf and
W4:sewing of
shalwar

W1: aplique work
W2: hadda work
W3: beads work
W4: Ribbon Work

W1: Sequence
work W2:
Machine motifs
work
W3:
cut dhanaa work
W4: Sheesha work

W1: Sindhi
Embroidery work
W2: Balochi
embroidery work
W3: Finishing of
all hand
embroidery work
W4: Finishing of
all machine
embroidery work

W1: Prepartion of
dough for flowers
W2: Making of
flowers with
dough W3:
Assembling of
flowers
W4: Making
decoration pieces
with flowers
(Vase)

W1: Making table
runners
W2: decorating table
runners with dough
flowers
W3: Making of
runners with stylish
clothe
W4:
Table runner with
mirror work

W1: Preparing
dough for Making
jewllery W2:
Making necklaces
with dough W3:
Making rings with
dough
W4: Making
bracelet with
dough

W1: how to make
jewellery with beads
and gotta W2:
Making necklaces
with beads and gotta
W3: Making rings
with beads and gotta
W4: Making matha
patti with beads

W1: preparation of
wax for candle
making
W2: Making
different candle
shapes with the
help of moulds
W3: Pot painting
W4: Decorating
pots

W1: How to make
a lamp shade
W2: Decorating of
lamp shade with
different material
W3: Making
lamp shades with
paper W4:
Finishing of all
handicraft
products
W1: Truck art
W1: Finishing of
jewellery making
Dough jewellery
W2: Truck art
W2: Finishing of
neclaces
beads jewellery
W3: Truck art rings W3: finishing of
W4: Truck art
truck arts
earing
W4: Completion
of all jewellery
making
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Homenet Pakistan
Final List of
Beneficiaries

HomeNet Pakistan
Final List of Beneficiaries
Sewing Group (1)
Monday 10 to 12
S/No
1
2
3
4

Name
Fazila
Asma
Samina
Shahida

Father/Husbnt
Ahmed khan
M.Salman
M.Ali
M.Iqbal

Contact no
0337-0379608
0323-2870948
0347-2370384
3212338036

Sewing Group(2)
Monday 1 to 3
S/No

Name

Father/Husbnt

Contact no

1
2
3

Habiba
Muneeza
Mudasira

A.Ghafar
A.Wahid
M.Yaya

0321-2587146
0322-2312271
3242274227

Sewing Group(3)
Wednesday 1-3
S/No
1
2
3
4

Name
Farhana
Habiba
Marium
Raisa

Father/Husbnt
M.Raza
A.Haq
Ejaz
Aleem

Contact no
0322-2363435
321-2587146
0320-8353783
0324-2841705

Sewing Group (4)
Wednesday 3-5
S/No
1
2

Name
Tasleem
Shahida

Father/Husbnt
M.Ishaq
M.Iqbal

Contact no
0324-2045796
0321-2338036
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3
4
5
6
7
8

Sanober gul
Tahira
Safia
Hajra
Salma
Sabra

M.Ali
M.Haji Ibrahim
M.naeem
Ahmed
Zain-ul-abdin
Ubaid-ur-rehman

3222160695
3232470132
3452598649
3232798666
0322-2784775
0321-2201803

Machine Embroidery
Group:(1) (10-12) (Tuesday)
S.no
1
2
3

Name
Suriya
Sajida
Tania

F/Name
Lal Muhammad
Yousuf
Nasir

Contact #
0324-2016840
0321-3442168
0323-3381094

Machine Embroidery
Group:(2) (1-3) (Tuesday)
S.no
1
2
3

Name
Zara
Parveen
Rasheeda

F/Name
G.Rasool
Dad Muhd
M.Anwar

Contact #
0347-0673514
0321-2159283
0336-1254669

Hand Embroidery
Group:(3) (3-5) (Friday)
S.no
1
2
3
4
5

Name
Sheema
Suhaila
Fatima
Shumaila
Meher nigar

F/Name
M.Ayub
M.Aslam
Hashim
Nabi bux
Ahmed

Contact #
0340-8689305
0323-2667302
0320-1232895
0322-2312271

Jewelry Making
Group:(1) (10-12) (Friday)
S.no
1
2
3
4

Name
Haleema
Khadija
Ruksana
Fariha Naz

F/Name
Moula Bux
M.Anwar
M.Aslam
A.Wahid

Contact #
0320-2905545
0336-1254669
0323-3005044
0323-2092064
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5
6
7

Bushra
Zainab
Farzana

Bashir Ahmed
M.Hanif
Daad Muhad

0322-3477951
0322-2796766
3222363435

Jewelry Making
Group:(2) (1-3) (Friday)
S.no
1
2
3
4

Name
Madhia
Ruksar
Nazish
Farah Zaib

F/Name
Hashim
A.Latif
M.Akbar
A.Rahim

Contact #
0334-3826626
0323-2667300
0331-2595021
0323-3005040

Jewelry Making
Group:(3) (1-3) (Saturday)
S.no
2
3
4

Name
Kaneeza
Anzila
Sherbano

F/Name
Qadir bux
Lal Bux
Ahmed

Contact #
0321-2987674
3212987674
0342-2979400

F/name
M.yousuf
Hyder Zman
M.Yaya
Taj Muhammad

Contact #
0320-1232895
3242803276
3242274227
3242862854

Handi Craft Group (1)
(10 - 12 )
Thursday
S:no
1
2
3
4

Name
Nazish
Ambreen
Abeer
Faiza

Handi Craft Group (2)
Thursday (1-3)
S:no
1
2
3
4
5

Name

F/name
Haiza
Laiba
Sumaiya
Anisa
Nida

M.Younus
Lal Muhammad
M.Arif
Ab.qayum
M.yousuf

Contact #
0321-3442168
32128874279
0335-0395920
3222793766
0320-1232895
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Handi Craft Group (3)
(3-5)
S:no
1
2
3
4
5
6

Name
Maruam
SamreenNaz
Farzana
Shazia
Bisma
Anisa

Thursday
F/name
Akhtar Ali
M.Iqbal
Majeed
Ab.Ghani
Hashim
M.Anwar

Contact #
0300-2173052
0324-8301447
0322-2134090
0342-2811752
0320-1232895
0333-3858625

The Outside of regular class timings, the Center was remained open for beneficiaries to
work and practice using materials. And in the Saturday morning women and girls who
interested in education AC were taken basic classes of English and Urdu

Business group :
The business group training program was to enlighten and teach women of Lyari in latest
ways of marketing, latest trends, market surveys, materials, costing, order delivery methods
and links them with the markets so as to make them women entrepreneurs.
10 girls were selected from all four trades for this group, who can operate computer and
Face book pages, which they were taught how to make and take order for other students
who were taught in all of the four trades so they can play their role in the economic stability
of their house hold and Lyari.
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Facebook Page
They were taught how to take orders via their Facebook page “Lyari Brand”
(www.facebook.com/Lyaribrand) what should be the payment mode and its procedure, and
what and from where to buy best quality materials in wholesale bulk quantities.

They were also given information about bank accounts, and what information is required for
bank transition between customer and them. In the last class they learn about courier
services, their rates per Kg, their delivery methods, what information is required from client
for order delivery via courier. In market visit they observed pricing for the products they
were taught to make in HNP training program. Handicrafts and jewelry making shops were
also visited. After every visit business group beneficiaries shared experiences of their visit
most of the beneficiaries first time visited any shopping mall. They were taught how to
make their Facebook pages, email accounts, and how to take orders from them. During this
course students were taken to visit Atrium Mall, The Ocean Mall, Dolmen Mall and Gulf. In
these visits they visited famous brand outlets such as, Khaadi, Junaid Jamshed, Satrangi,
Ego, Gul Ahmad, Mausummery, Rang Ja, Designer Lounge, Senorita and Accessories, and
some of the other main markets for the survey of raw material.
At the end of the training Material including measuring tape, scissors and sewing boxes
were distributed amongst the best learner of the trainings

Exhibitions:
Under the project Women Social Entrepreneur Program, HomeNet Pakistan organized 3
exhibitions to exhibit the products made by the beneficiaries during various training
courses. The trainings provided to 100 beneficiaries were sewing, hand and machine
embroidery, jewelry making and handicrafts. The exhibitions had 4 stalls, one stall for each
trade where products were put up for sale.
Final Locations of Exhibitions
1. Beach Luxury Hotel, Karachi
2. Karachi Press Club
3. WSEP Training Centre, Lyari (Near Brohi Chowk)
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74 women exhibited their products in the exhibitions organized under WSEP. All the three
exhibitions were a success and people appreciated the work of Lyari women, media
coverage was given and many beneficiaries got orders in the exhibitions. After the
exhibitions, the beneficiaries have started to give thought to start up their own businesses
and take small loans. The approached HNP to link them with banks so they can take
microfinance loans to establish their business.
The reason to have one exhibition in Karachi Press Club was that Arts Council was not
available and that KPC was in the centre of the city and many people could come there.
Even the beneficiaries and their families were okay with coming to KPC as it was a known
place. And people appreciated that the exhibition was help here. There was shortage of
time and resources and KPC seemed the best possible option. If the exhibition was to be
held somewhere else, no media coverage would have taken place but with the exhibition in
KPC, not only did the exhibitions get a great and a positive coverage but the journalists
bought the products and gave orders to the women of Lyari as well.
The beneficiaries were linked with Zebaish, Eid Bazaars and may other individual businesses
and shops in Park Towers. The products of these beneficiaries would also be exhibited in the
grand exhibition that will be organized by Women Development Department on 6 th June at
Hotel Mehran.
Pictures
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Lessons Learnt


The biggest lesson learnt from the whole project was that when a donor gives a
grant to an organization that is not local, it should ensure that the organization has a
local bank account in the same city where the project is supposed to be
implemented. This would ensure free flow of funds for uninterrupted flow in
activities.



The duration of the skill training should be at least six months so that by the end of
the training the beneficiaries are fluent in the skills with a diploma course and ready
to be employed.



Another lesson learnt was that whenever an organization is required to work in the
remote areas they should be provided transport for staff to go into the community
easily as staff would be needed to make many visits into the area for trust building.
Apart from that provision of transport should be provided for the beneficiaries of all
segments of the training as adjusting transport of all beneficiaries in only one budget
head proved to be a great challenge for the team.



The salary structure of the trainer should also be good as trainings like these require
special attention and one’s full time. If a trainer is giving that kind of time, the
monetary rewards should also be parallel with the efforts being put in by the trainer.



Whenever a project like this is introduced in a remote community, there should not
be an age limitation as whenever the people of such communities see an
opportunity to develop their skills, they rush to grab it. Also, the elder women, too,
have shown interest in acquiring the training and contributing to the income of their
households.



The process of penetration and then providing trainings should be a continuous
process, without having any breaks in between as disrupted flow of activities shakes
the trust of the community and the organization then has to start from square one.

Following lists the number of beneficiaries that benefitted in each activity.
S. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Activity
3 Cluster Meetings
5 Awareness Sessions
6 month training in Sewing
6 month training in Embroidery
6 month training in Handicraft
6 month training in Jewelry Making
1 month training of marketers

No. of Beneficiaries
217
130
25
25
25
29
10
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Way forward
Need to Continuation of this module with the help of local CBOs and Govt should replicate
this module for women better economic condition in the remote and violent affected areas,
In future it will turn into self sustainable. A three storied building with training centre hall
where women learn different skills, a space like hall for sale their products and a space for
women activities on rental basis.
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